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Opening
Nathan Jones: Greetings in the name of Jesus our Blessed Hope, and welcome to Christ in
Prophecy!
You and I today are witnessing the rapid rise of the globalist agenda that’s been steadily hurtling
society headlong towards a one-world government. The name of this nefarious movement is
called “The Great Reset.” Well, maybe you’ve heard it spoken from the mouths of politicians,
tech billionaires, environmentalists and rabid supporters of Socialism?
Well, ever since the Coronavirus pandemic took the world by storm, fundamentally changing the
way people across the globe have been living, authoritarianism, aided by big government, tech,
and pharma, has stripped away many of our God-given freedoms. Most would have to admit,
life today is quite different than it was a mere two years ago, and the change is accelerating at a
breathtaking pace.
Tim Moore: The Great Reset isn’t a surprise to God, though. Long foretold by the ancient
prophets of old and by our Lord Jesus Christ, God revealed in the Bible that before the Messiah
returns to vanquish evil and set up His thousand-year kingdom on this earth, Satan will be
temporarily successful in conquering the world through his Antichrist.
Nathan Jones: And because this prophesied globalist empire is forming so quickly, Lamb &
Lion Ministries felt the need to gather five experts who could provide a detailed explanation of
just what The Great Reset is and where this spiritual battle is taking us all. We partnered with
Billy Crone at Sunrise Bible Church in Las Vegas to hold The Great Reset Conference. And
over the course of six one-hour sessions, Brandon Holthaus, Billy Crone, Don Perkins, Tim
Moore and I explained the different facets of this diabolical agenda.
Tim Moore: In this episode of “Christ in Prophecy,” we are going to show you segments from
their presentations. In the first segment, Brandon Holthaus, the pastor of Rock Harbor Church in
Bakersfield, California, answered the foundational question, “What is the Great Reset?”

Part 1- Portion of Brandon Holthaus’ Presentation
Brandon Holthaus: Now, what is the Great Reset? Obviously, there's a couple of things I
want to mention on it. It is the World Economic Forum's name for it, the UN's name for their goal
of creating a globalist system: a one world government, one world economy, one world religion.
Pretty easy to understand at the base level. But that's what they're attempting. Well, how does it
fit into Bible prophecy? Real simple. If you turn to Revelation 17 and 18, you will see the revived
Babylonian system that plays itself out all through the Tribulation.
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And then just to use this verse, Revelation 18:3, it says, “For all the nations have drunk the wine
of the wrath of her,” the whore of Babylon, the religious aspect of her, her fornication. The kings
of the Earth, that would be the politicians, the leaders, the globalists have committed fornication
with her. And the merchants of the earth, the businessmen, Big Tech, Big Corp have had
become rich through the abundance of her luxury. So, there is the key aspect. There's the
three-legged aspect of the Babylonian system. And so, there's the system, the merchants of the
world they are big business. They are your Mark Zuckerberg's. They are your Amazon. They are
all these big corporations and big tech that are involved in this. Blackstone, other kinds of major
corporations. international corporations. The kings, obviously, rulers, politicians, global elites,
they're all involved in this.
And then the religious aspect is among us today. The religious aspect can be called
lawlessness or 180ism. Now, why did I say that? Because lawlessness doesn't mean anarchy, it
simply means that they're going to do everything opposite of what God says. God says this is
right; they say this is wrong. It's 180ism. That's the system of lawlessness. So that's why you
see wokeism about everything. You see the pushing of immorality. And then when you act like
they want you to act, that cleanses you from all their sins.
The way you atone in their system is bow a knee and proclaim that they have the truth, and you
have to submit to their values. That's how you get cleansed. If not, they cancel you. This is the
way it goes in the Babylonian system. They have their own set of morality. They have their own
high priest class. They have their own sacrifices. And they have their own infidels. That means
you and I, we are the infidels in that system. But it is satanic.
Who's involved? I won't go through all of this, the World Economic Forum, billionaires,
politicians, leaders of nations, international bankers, world leaders, United Nations, big tech, big
corp, education, media, International Monetary Fund, prominent global organizations IMF World
Bank, Royal Institute of International Affairs, Council of Foreign Relations, the Trilateral
Commission, the Bilderberg Group, NATO and hundreds of other NGOs. This is a monolith.
You must understand they have all of this, in control. And that shows you that God has been
allowing this to build and get to this point. Why? Because He's going to allow this system to
enact itself through the Tribulation. But we're seeing the set up. They are ready to go.
How long has this been in the making? Like I mentioned, it goes all the way back to Nimrod and
the Tower of Babel, God dispersed them through the changing of the languages. But here's
what they needed. They needed, technology, which a lot of them didn't have, in order to control
the entire world, you have to have the technology to do it. To track people, to know what they’re
buying and selling, you have to know that.
You have to have control. Look at the organizations I just showed you. They're in control, right?
They had to have the money with the latest billionaires that have come on the scene, and the
old billionaires being combined into one, they have the force of money.
How are you and I going to compete? Or is this world going to compete against someone that
has billions of dollars like Zuckerberg, or Bezos, or any of those types of guys. The Rothschilds,
all those other older types of wealthy people. For goodness sakes, guys, they're sending their
own rockets into space. They just sent up William Shatner into space. Right? 90 years old. And
but what did it do? It showed you they have that kind of money more than NASA has. They have
it.
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And what they needed is a catalyst to set this all in motion, to cause fear and panic in people.
And so, what they did, they manufactured a crisis and they got what they wanted, and they're
not going to stop.
Other names, it goes by Agenda 21, Agenda 30, The Green New Deal, The Fourth Industrial
Revolution. Other catch phrases that you might have heard The New Normal. That means
they're telling you you're not going back to your life. We see a lot of Christians who are
Laodicean that think, oh, I'll just comply with the government and then I'll get my little life back.
No, you won't. They're not letting you have your life back. This set in motion a whole new
paradigm. A whole new way that they're going. And they're not coming back. They're not
relinquishing their power. They're not giving it back to you and I. Once they take your liberties,
they never give it back.
Build Back Better. Have you heard that term? Yeah, I think you have. Now, Biden didn't come
up with that because he was creative, they stole that from the U.N. and the other international
organizations that were using this term a long time ago. And they've been using it. It's clunky. It
doesn't sound right but Build Back Better means they're going to build the Babylonian system,
whether they know it or not. That's what their intent is.
Internationalism. Reimagined. Reinvent Capitalism. They're going to destroy capitalism here in
America, by the way. Stakeholder Capitalism is what they want. Stakeholder Capitalism, our
speakers will talk about that. But it's the idea of they need to be part of the woke system, the
ESG system, and they have to contribute to all kinds of woke causes. New Social Contract.
Restructuring Society. Equitable. Have you heard that phrase yet? They don't want equal
opportunities; they want equal outcomes. That's a form of communism, socialism, and Marxism.
That's what they're going to push. Global Economy. What's their goals by 2030 is their goal, but
they're wanting to have it sooner. And I think they're probably going to get it sooner with all the
power and money that they have.

Part 2
Nathan Jones: Brandon went on to analyze the five political strategies the powers behind the
Great Reset have been implementing so successfully in the effort to move the nations closer
towards globalism. Billy Crone of Get a Life Ministries will now divulge the economic aspect of
this satanic plan.
Portion of Billy Crone’s Presentation
Billy Crone: And I'm telling you folks, one of the biggest signs right before our very eyes is this
thing that's going on right now in our world, all across the world, and that's this Great Reset
aspect. And so far in our conference, we've already seen if you're here last night, what the
Great Reset is. And then we saw the technology and the culture of the Great Reset. So, my
question today is, do they have the economics to pull it off?
Now, unfortunately, the answer is not only yes as we're going to see in great detail, but believe
it or not, we were warned about this coming in the Bible nearly 2,000 years ago. But as always,
don't take my word for it. Let's listen to God's. Open your Bibles to Revelation 13. Revelation 13.
And we're going to take a look at what is the Antichrist and the false prophet going to do? And
does this have anything with what's going on right now, this thing called the Great Reset? Okay,
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Revelation 13, we're going to read versus 11 through 17. And if you find the dictionary, what do
you do? Hang a left. That's right. But let's go ahead and stand as we read God's Holy Word.
Revelation 13, verse 11 through 17.
The beast out of the earth. You got the false prophet. And you got the Antichrist. Let's take a
look at what they're going to be doing in the seven year Tribulation. But this is what the
Scripture says. “Then I saw another beast coming out the earth, he had two horns, like a lamb,
but he spoke like a dragon.” The dragon is defined as Satan in the text. So, this is a false
prophet. He too, like the Antichrist is inspired by Satan himself. “And he exercised all the
authority of the first beast, the Antichrist, on his behalf. And he made the earth, and its
inhabitants worship the first beast whose fatal wound had been healed. And then he performed
these great miraculous signs, even causing fire to come down from Heaven to earth in full view
of man.” And because of these signs, he was given power to do on behalf of the first beast, the
Antichrist.
“He deceived the inhabitants of the earth and he ordered them to set up an image and honor the
beast who was wounded by the sword and yet lived. And he was given power to give breath to
the image of the first beast so that it could speak and cause all who refused to worship the
image to be killed.” And here you go. And he also forced how many? Everyone. Every aspect of
society. The context is global. He forced everyone around the planet and he breaks it down
there into categories. “Small and great, rich and poor, free, enslaved.” To receive a what? “A
mark.” On his specifically where? “Right hand or forehead.” Aren't you glad we see no signs of
people being interconnected with their body parts for making payment? It's called biometrics.
Bible calls it Mark of the Beast. We're being warmed up for this.
But anyway, he received a mark on his right hand or his forehead. Why? So that no one, how
many? “No one on a global basis could buy or sell unless he had the mark, which is the name of
the beast or the number of his name.” You may be seated.
But the Bible's very clear, folks, if you're not familiar with this passage, I hope you are. But just
in case you're not, the Bible says there really is going to come a day in the seven year
Tribulation, when all the earth, all the inhabitants of the earth are going to be under the universal
economy or the Antichrist monetary system. It says it right there. This guy in cohorts with the
false prophet, the false religious leader. I wonder who that's going to be?
Did you say it rhymes with the Pope? I don't know who it is. Right. But hey, if it ain't the Pope,
he's trying really hard to get the job. But anyway, that's right. But anyway, that's another subject.
But anyway. But I'm not predicting who that is. But anyway, but he's going to be working with
the Antichrist, this false religious leader. They're going to control literally all the buying and
selling, the whole economy, all the transactions on the planet. And it isn't just they're going to be
doing that. What does it say? This is going to be a, listen, a satanically inspired system. And you
don't want to be a part of it. And realize it, that folks or not, this is what is happening. The
groundwork is being laid with this thing called the Great Reset. That's what it's all about.
They can call it the Great Reset, but it really is them building this global economy to merge into
this Mark of the Beast system we just read. In fact, every time you see, and I encourage you,
and when you see this phrase, Great Reset, hear it, translate it for this, the rise of the Antichrist
kingdom, because that's what's going on. Very plainly. But let's go specifically to this universal
economy, they control the buying and selling. Do these guys, it's obvious that this is what
they're planning to do, but are they really that close to pulling it off? Yeah. And we're going to
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see that in three different ways. And not coming folks, the first way we know they're ready to pull
this off, this Mark of the Beast system is the machinery is already in place. Not 50 years down
the road. It is already in place.
These guys have been working for decades and it's now come to fruition. Total absolute
economic control of the whole planet. In fact, folks, if you think about it, we take it for granted.
All of our economies right now are interconnected globally. Used to be we were completely
independent. Hey, who cares what happens to Russia or the gas prices over there, or the
economy of Japan or China, whatever. Not anymore. What we do affects the world, what the
world does affects us. It's already interconnected. It's not coming, it’s already done.
And not just that, how we're already connected economically and dependent upon each other,
and they force us to have to work together. But they've laid the machinery in place to control
literally the whole world's economy. Revelation 13. Let me demonstrate that to you. We already
have, not coming. We already have a universal bank. It's been in place for quite some time
called the World Bank. Hello? What bank? World Bank. I mean, it's pretty obvious, right? Which
is the world's leader of lending money to nations around the planet.
But wait a second. If you're going to have a universal bank, then you need a universal lending
institution to disperse those loans, right? Well folks, what do you think the function of this thing
is? If you've ever heard of it, it's been in a function for a while. It's called the International
Monetary Fund, which they oversee the world's financial system. They even fix the exchange
rate. And so that's already in place.
But wait a second. If you're going to have a universal lending institution, then you need to have
some sort of a universal money exchanger to funnel all this money to the different countries,
right? Well folks, what do you think we have this? It's called SWIFT. It's a universal banking
system, been in place for a long time, which automatically makes sure that all the different
money transactions match all the different world's currency.
Well, wait a second. If you have all that in place, you got this universal money exchanger, but
what about those people who don't listen to the World Bank, or the IMF, or they don't pay their
loans on time? You need some sort of a universal strong arm to punish those who don't obey
your world banking system. Well, folks, what do you think this thing's in place for? It's been in
place for a long time. The what? World Trade Organization. It's been in place. And these guys,
they not only set the trading rules for the world, but they punish people who do not obey their
rules with billion dollar fines, including the United States of America.
In fact, if you just saw the news recently, what did Biden just say? We're working with the WTO,
because they're a part of the system. But here's my point. The machinery for this global,
connected system, Revelation 13, it's already here. It's not coming. It's already here. It's already
been here for a while. In fact, if you've been paying attention, what they did to further connect us
is with all these treaties all over the world. The treaties were designed to interconnect all our
planet and tie them in together. Let me give you the trail on that one.
The first big major treaty to tie us all together economically was this one called GATT. And this
was in 1944, General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. And it was to quote "help liberalize world
trade." Well, you can call liberalize all you want, but basically it was to start to tie the countries
together economically. That was back in 1944. Then 50 years later we had the other big major
one, and that was NAFTA. Turn to somebody and say, "Thank you, Bill Clinton."
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And NAFTA was the North American Free Trade Agreement. And here's where it begins to
speed up. Ten years after that in 2004, they came out with what was called CAFTA, the Central
American Free Trade Agreement combining Central American countries. And then the very next
year, boy, they just came out with another one was called the FTAA, or the Free Trade
Agreement of the Americas, which listen, proposes to encompass the whole Western
hemisphere in all their economies. And then it began to go nuts all over the world and tie literally
every country together.
First there was the AFTA, the Asian Free Trade Agreement. There was APTA, the Asian Pacific
Trade Agreement. There was SICA, the Central American Integration System. The other ones
are proposed are the CEPTA, the Central European Trade Agreement, COMESA, the Common
Market for Eastern and Southern Africa. GAFTA, the Greater Arab Free Trade Agreement.
SAFTA, the South Asia Free Trade Agreement. And even TAFTA, the Trans-Atlantic Free Trade
Agreement. And on and on and on it goes.

Part 3
Tim Moore: Billy went on to explain the financial mechanisms that are moving the world
towards a cashless, socialistic society. Don Perkins of According To Prophecy Ministries will
now reveal from the book of Revelation just what the Great Reset will look like once fully
implemented as the Antichrist’s empire.

Portion of Don Perkins’ Presentation
Don Perkins: What does the Scriptures teach us about this man of sin? This coming world
leader? This government that's going to be ruled by this Antichrist.
In 2 Thessalonians 2:3, listen what it says about him. It says, “Let no man deceive you by any
means: for that day should not come, except there comes a falling away first.” He is talking
about the apostasy of the last days. That is happening now. The apostasy. “And that man of sin
be revealed, the son of perdition.” Here Paul, under the unction of the Holy Spirit reveals that in
the near future that there will be a man of sin who will be revealed. And I talk a little bit more
about these titles in a little bit.
In John 5:43, Jesus, our savior said this, he said, talking to his Jewish brothers, He said, “I
come in my Father's name, and you receive me not.” Jesus said, “If another come in his own
name, him you will receive.” Here Jesus prophesied to his Jewish brothers, another is going to
come and him you will receive. The Jewish people we know, it has been prophesied, they will
receive this Antichrist. It's a future event that's going to happen, but it's been prophesied. They
will receive him as their messiah.
First John 2:18-22, listen to this, John wrote, He said “Little children, it is the last time: and as
you have heard, that antichrist shall come. Even now, there are many antichrists; whereby we
know that it is the last time. Who is a liar, but he that denied that Jesus is the Christ? He is
antichrist, he that denied the Father and the Son.”
Now this is amazing here. The Apostle John wrote here that we are in the last time, and during
this time, the scripture prophesied that there is an antichrist, a literal man who's coming. But he
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also said there are many antichrists that are out there. It is an antichrist spirit, we are going to
see in a few minutes, was controlling these world leaders, these governments, these globalists,
these socialist, these communists. You think about it. Who in their right mind would make these
kind of decisions? These people are controlled by a demonic spirit. They're controlled by this
antichrist spirit. And again, things are being set up in our times, and again, we must see where
we are and understand it.
In 1 John 4:1-3, John wrote, “Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they
are of God: because many false prophets are gone out into the world. Hereby know ye the Spirit
of God: Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God: And every
spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God.” And listen to this,
“And this is that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come; and even now is
already in the world.” What's controlling this world system is this antichrist spirit who denies
Jesus as the Christ. Any false christ who comes and says he denies Jesus as being the Lord,
as coming in the flesh, he's operating by a spirit of antichrist.
And this whole system, the whole culture, the globalist, everything, all of their agendas,
everything is controlled by this, by this demonic antichrist spirit. This is the only thing that gives
you some logic behind what's going on. It makes no sense. It makes no sense. Why would you
make rules that are contrary to life? Why would you make rules that are contrary, you know, to
the to the normal man and a woman? You know, we have a culture now that they have over 70
some different genders. You know, it is confusing.
It's amazing, but we have a culture now that is controlled by this spirit. And everything that is
happening now is falling right into place. If I've ever believed that we are living in the last days, I
believe it now, more than ever. We are closer to the end of this thing.
Look at this, 2 John 1:7, John wrote, “For many, deceivers are entered into the world who
confessed not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh. This is a deceiver and an antichrist.
All of these organizations, all the globalists they have no confidence, and no hope in Jesus
Christ. They deny Him. They deny you as a Christian, they don't want us believing in Christ. It is
an antichrist spirit.
So, in light of that, let me give you some names in Scripture the Bible talks about in reference to
this Antichrist. I going to give you a number of scriptures here.
Here 1 John 2:18-19, here, in this particular passage, he's actually called the Antichrist. John
wrote, “Little children, it is the last time: and as ye have heard, that antichrist shall come.” The
Scripture actually calls him Antichrist. Anti- is opposite of the Christ. Anytime you put anti- in
front anything, it's a negative. This christ is a false christ, so, he's called the antichrist.
Look at this next one here, 2 Thessalonians 2:3, John wrote this, “Let no man deceive you by
any means, for that day should not come, except there comes a falling away first, and that man
of sin be revealed.” The Antichrist is called the man of sin. He will be the epitome of sin. He will
be sin incarnate. This man, we are going to see he's an evil guy, but he's going to come on to
scene. The Bible tells us this, and we're going to see some amazing things.
Look at this one. He's also called in 2 Thessalonians 2:3, he's also called the son of perdition.
Now there was another man in Scripture called son of petition. Who was that? Anybody knew
who that was? Judas son of perdition.
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What does that term perdition mean? In Christian theology it is a state of eternal punishment
and damnation into which a sinful unrepentant person passes after death, damnation, eternal
punishment, hell, hellfire, and doom. The antichrist when he surrenders his will to Satan, he will
damage souls. The Scripture calls him the son of perdition, the son of judgment, because he's
going to yield his will and authority to Satan. So, he's called the son of perdition.
Here's another one, he's called that wicked one, or the lawless one. Second Thessalonian 2:8,
“And then shall that Wicked be revealed.” He’s called that wicked one. So, the term wicked,
what does it mean here in the Greek? It means destitute of the Mosaic Law, departing from the
law, a violator of the law, a lawless or a wicked person. This man is going to be evil personified,
this antichrist. And, you know, we are going to see something in a few minutes, that God is
literally going to allow this man to do his bidding in the Earth. You've got to understand saints,
everything that is happening, everything that's going on now, whether you agree with it, whether
you like it or not, God is allowing it to bring prophecy to pass. You got to hear me. God is
moving major chess pieces, major, I call it a moving chess pieces on his prophetic chessboard.
He's moving things into place for checkmate.
You know, what checkmate is? Checkmate is going to be eternity with God. God is moving
places, people, things, into position for the last days. And we must be discerners of the time in
which we are living.

Closing
Tim Moore: In our next episode of Christ in Prophecy, Nathan will reveal just what
technologies the Great Reset is using to reshape culture into Satan’s desired society.
Nathan Jones: And, in the episode after that, Tim will reveal the Greatest Reset. What is that?
Well, stay tuned to find out!
Before we close, I want to leave you with a very powerful call from Billy Crone. Yes, we are
living in scary times, but these are the times God has called us to follow Him. Maranatha!

Portion of Billy Crone’s Presentation
Billy Crone: Folks, this is a sign the Rapture is getting close. When these things begin to take
place, man, you need to stand up, lift up your heads because your redemption is drawing near.
That's all the way we need to translate this.
It's not a time to be fearful. It's a time to be faithful. Jesus Christ is coming back to get us. We're
not going to be a part of the Antichrist system, the seven year Tribulation. We're not going to
have to deal with the Mark of the Beast. That's for the people in the seven year Tribulation. But
it's getting close, and we leave prior, so we need to finish strong and get God's Word out, share
the Gospel to as many as we can.
We wouldn't want our worst enemy in that timeframe. And if you're here today, you're watching
online, I don’t know your heart, but God does. You can fool me, but you can't fool God. If you're
not truly born again, you better get saved right now. You better take Jesus' offer to save you, to
rescue you from the wrath that is coming. He's done it all for you. All you got to do is believe on
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the Lord Jesus Christ. His work alone on the cross. The Bible says, if you confess Jesus is Lord,
believe in your heart that God raised Him from the grave, you will be saved.
You need to do that because listen, if you're left behind, because you didn't receive Jesus
Christ, as your Lord and Savior, and you could have right now, it's a free gift of eternal life, you'll
be left behind. You'll be thrust into this Antichrist system. And can I tell you something? You
won't be happy. It's going to be hell on earth. There will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. Don't
make that mistake. Get saved today. Amen.

End of Program
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